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proceeding.# 1522
English law
—Distinction between ~ and Indian Law.#
2531
Enmity # 1947
—as a circumstance.# 2320
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reappraisal of ~.# 1548
enquiry report
—Departmental enquiry service of copy of ~.#
—Reappreciation of ~—Scope.# 1543
1386
evidence for third time
—Re-appreciation of ~—Scope.# 1578
Entitlement
—Scheme of remission—~.# 1596
Evidence for
Entries in
—Birth and Death Registers Evidentiary
value of .# 2598
—record-of-rights and draft record-of-right .#
2598
—School Register Admissibility and
evidentiary value .# 2598
entry in public
—Relevancy of ~ or other official book—
Requirement.# 2600

—Conviction—~.# 1765
evidence in
—Appreciation of ~.# 1900
Evidence of
—injured eye-witness—Scope.# 2322
—police officer.# 2322
—relative witness—Permissibility.# 1948
—tracker .# 2322
evidence of accomplice
—Retracted confession—~ Distinction.# 2466

Entry made
—in public record in performance of duty—
Admissibility.# 2599

evidence of approver
—Statements recorded under Section 106
corroborating ~.# 2071

enumerated in Section
—Admission by persons outside the category
~ 18 .# 2430

Evidence of eye witness
—Reliability.# 1947
Scope.# 1947

Equality
—and non-arbitrariness.# 1387

evidence of foreign origin
—Marking on goods as ~.# 2338

Equality and equal
—protection of law.# 1388
Essential Commodities Act, 1955
Est Lex Curiaf
—Cursus Curiaf ~—Maxim.# 1933
establish of motive
—Failure of prosecution to ~—Effect.# 1957
established by fingerprint
—Conviction without identity being ~.# 2615
Evaluation of
—dying declaration.# 2567
Evasion of duty
—or prohibition Prosecution for.# 2089
Evidence Act
—Statement recorded by Customs Officer, it
hit by Section 25, ~ and Article
20(3),Constitution.# 2069
Evidence against co-accused
—Accused's answer to Section 313 ~.# 2306
evidence against others
—Act of co-conspirator ~.# 2413
evidence by Supreme Court
—Interference with finding of fact on

evidence of illiterate ladies
—Discrepancy —in ~.# 2267
Evidence of witnesses
—Criminal appeal ~ Effect of.# 1542
Evidence regarding recovery
—Admissibility.# 2367
evidence relating to recovery
—Admissibility of—~—Requirement.# 2480
—Admissibility of—~—Scope.# 2481
—Requirement # 2480
—Admissibility of ~.# 2480
—Admissibility of ~.# 2480
Evidentiary value
—Date of birth recorded in school register—
~.# 2598
—of dying declaration.# 2567
Evidentiary value of #
—a horoscope and a school records—
Determined.# 2567
—admission—Scope.# 2512
—chance witness—Determination.# 1949
—chance witness—Determined.# 1949
—horoscope—Scope.# 2568

(SC-2)

Subject Index
Evidentiary value of admission
—Determination.# 2553

Excise Inspector
—as liquor expert .# 2618

Evidentiary value of chance witness
—Determination.# 1949
—Determined.# 1949

Exclusive possession
—Determination of.# 1834
—Proof for.# 1834

Exaggerations
—Doubtful features—~.# 1443

Exculpatory
—dying declaration .# 2568
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examination # 1949
execution
—Statement to Customs Officer during ~ if
—Avoidance of res —~ Decreeing Court
hit by s. 25 of the Indian Evidence Act or Art.
lacking jurisdiction .# 2607
20(3) of the Constitution of India, etc.# 2067 execution of
—Confinement prior to ~ death sentence
Examination in Court
—Expert ~.# 2618
double jeopardy.# 1399
—Public Analyst ~ As expert of food .# 2634
—Supreme Court’s interference for delay in ~
death sentence.# 1556
Examination of accused
—under Section 313, Cr.P.C., 1973 .# 1444
Executive authority
examination of expert
—Fingerprint expert’s report without ~.#
2623
Examination of Magistrate
—Necessity to prove confession .# 2475
examination of witness
—Delay in—~—Effect.# 2316
—Determination.# 1950
—Procedure.# 1950
examination of witness—Effect
—Delay in ~.# 2316
examination under Section
—Confession—Opportunity to explain in ~
313, Cr. P.C..# 1444
examine any person
—Power of Customs Officer to ~.# 2067
examine culpability of
—Power of Supreme Court to ~ accused for
alternative charge.# 1590
Examining witness
—In ~ by Police.# 1969
Exception to
—the hearsay rule.# 2358
excess of
—Sale of medicine in ~ maximum retail
price.# 2196

—need to abide by procedural requirement.#
1387
executive fiat
—Suspension of Article 21 vis-a-vis deprivation
of personal liberty by ~.# 1474
Executive Magistrate
—Confession—before ~.# 2475
executive to
—Subjective Satisfaction of ~ detain a
delinquent.# 1507
Exemplary Case.# 1951
Exemplary punishment
—Apology, scope.# 1736
Exhortation
—Value in Evidence.# 2322
Existence
—and applicability of last seen theory—
Scope.# 1951
Expert
—Examination in Court .# 2618
—Who is.# 2618
expert evidence #
—Lottery ticket forgery and ~.# 2626
expert of food
—Public Analyst Examination in Court As ~.#
2634

Expert opinion
excess of price fixed
—Admissibility.# 2621
—Sale of drug in ~ under Drugs Price Control
—Reliability.# 2622
Order .# 2152
—Scope ~.# 2635
(SC-2)
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—when rebutted by passage from text book
.# 2620
Expert Report
—Applicability.# 2622
experts in literature
—Obscenity Tests Value of ~.# 2632
experts
—Conflicting opinions of ~.# 2611
Expiry of
effect on pending prosecution.# 2186

extent of
—Right to live ~ expression life .# 1420

Externment Order
—Determination of.# 2095
—Requirement.# 2095
—under Police Act: non assignment of
detailed reason.# 1482
—Validity of.# 2095
—extra judicial confession# 2172

Explanation #
—by accused—Scope.# 1952
—with respect to injuries—Necessity of.#
1952

eye witness
—Discrepancy between medical evidence vis-avis ~—Effect.# 2617
—Absence of injuries on ~—Effect.# 1893
—Contradictions between ~—Effect.# 1925
—Credibility—Unnatural conduct.# 2324
—Credit of.# 1953
—Determination of.# 1953
—Improvements and omissions in the
testimony of ~ — Effect.# 1969
—Only because eye-witnesses were inimical to
accused -Testimony of eye-witnesses cannot be
rejected.# 2325
—Reliability.# 2325
—Reliable testimony of ~—Effect.# 2017
—Scope.# 1947
—Testimony of—~.# 2020

export
—Non-sealing of articles before transmission
to ~.# 2632

eye-witness doubtful
—Appreciation of evidence when presence of
one alleged ~.# 2230

Expressed
—Nature of circumstantial evidence—~.#
1992
—Shall Presume ~.# 2355
—Stare decisis—~.# 2355

Eye-witnesses
—Appreciation of, duty of Court—
Discussed.# 1954
—Highly unnatural conduct.# 1955
—Reliability of.# 2335
—Reliance on testimony of.# 1956

Expiry of life of control order~.# 2186
Explained
—Cause of action—~.# 1607
—Proportionality of sentence—~.# 2007
Explaining away admission.# 2435
Explanation for
—Source of income—~.# 1759
Explanation of
—Injuries—~.# 1952
Explanation of Injuries.# 1952

Expunction of
— remarks.# 1552
—adverse remark against I.O..# 1560
Expunction of adverse remark against I.O..#
1560
Expunction of adverse
—Appeal before Supreme Court.#
—Murder case—~ remarks against
prosecution witness—Effect.# 1544

F
F.I.R.
—Omission of important fact in ~.# 2423
F.I.R. corroborates
—if non-author of F.I.R..# 2272

Extended
—Benefit of doubt—~.# 1762

fabrication of
—Forgery and ~ order of Supreme Court to
gain undue advantage—Contempt of Court.#
1537

extent
—Obligation of Board to supply energy - ~.#
2158

facts
—Concealment of ~.# 1922
—Mistake of ~.# 1990
(SC-2)

Subject Index
Facts probabilising
—Benami transaction ~ or disproving
benami.# 2422
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false in part
—Evidence—~ if false in entirety .# 2268

false in part, if false in entirety
—Evidence ~.# 2268
Failure of
—prosecution to establish of motive—Effect.# false
1957
—Effect.# 2423
Failure to conduct test
Falsification of
—identification parade—Effect.# 2384
—accounts.# 1768
Failure to explain
Falsity of defence case
—injuries on accused Effect of .# 2327
—effect.# 2273
Failure to hold test
falsus in uno falsus
—identification parade—Effect.# 2384
—Maxim ~ in omnibus does not apply.# 2338
—identification parade—Effect.—Not
Falsus in
Marking.# 2385
—uno falsus in omnibus—Inapplicability.#
Failure to hold test identification parade
2338
—Effect.# 2384
Family pedigree table.# 2568
Failure to mention
Fatal in criminal case
—injury on deceased—Effect.# 2385
—Non-determination of blood group on
Failure to prove motive
murder weapon clothes of accused~.# 2339
—Determination.# 2367
—Effect.# 2368
Failure to record
—satisfaction in confession itself .# 2462
Failure to
—ascertain blood group—Effect.# 1958
—establish recoveries—Effect.# 2490
—explain injuries of accused—Effect.# 1958
—notice blood at the place of occurrence—
Effect.# 1959
—recover blood stained clothes—Effect.#
1959
—recovery—Effect.# 1959
—Unauthorised import admitted—~ give
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses
effect.# 2074

fatal to prosecution
—Discrepancy ~.# 2267
fatal
—Discrepancies in evidence—When not ~.#
1942
Faulty
—Investigation—~—Effect.# 1982
favour of accused
—Sympathy in ~—Scope.# 2035
few days
—Dying declaration—Death occurred after
~.# 2547
file appeal
—Locus standi to ~.# 1576

Fair price
—meaning.# 2186

filing contempt
—Procedure for ~ petition.# 1650

fair trial
—Reasonable and ~—Applicability of.# 1454
—Scope for.# 1468

Filing forged
—document in Court .# 1676

fairness trial
—Reasonableness and ~—Right of.# 1390
False explanation
—by accused A conduct .# 2368
false in entirety
—Evidence—false in part, if ~.# 2268
(SC-2)

finding of fact
—Concurrent ~—No Interference.# 1564
—Concurrent ~— Interfered of`.# 1564
Findings based on
—appreciation of evidence Interference by
Civil Appellate Court.# 2331
Fine
—Confiscation of vehicle—~.# 2208
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Fingerprint Expert.# 2622
Fingerprint expert’s report
—without examination of expert .# 2623
Fingerprint
—Identification by History of science of .#
2622
FIR
—Delay in lodging of.# 1961
—Injured witness—Omission to mention
injuries caused to him in ~.# 1973
Fire arm injury
—Determination.# 1961
fire in Theatre
—Writ petition or SLP—Scope—Breaking out
of ~.# 1613
Firearms expert .#
firm or company
—Complaint against ~ Simultaneous
Impleadment of firm and its servants
Necessity.# 2218
first time in apex Court
—Conviction for—criminal misappropriation
and dispute as to identity of convict for the
~.# 2254
Fit case for
—issuance of Externment order—
Determination.# 2096

High Court to give guidance through C.B.I.
Counsel.# 2105
Footprint
—Identification by.# 2274
for custodial violence—Ingredients for
—Compensation—~.# 1429
for custodial violence—Necessity of
—Compensation—~.# 1429
for dowry
—Mere demand ~ offence .# 2129
for economic offence
—Speedier trial # 1471
for violation
—Compensation—~—Conditions for.# 1430
Foreign Exchange Regulation
—Accused under ~ interrogation testimonial
compulsion.# 1423
Foreign judgment of
—competent Court about custody of child .#
2603
foreigner
—Arrest and detention—of a ~ under order of
deportation need of compliance with Article
22(1).#
Forensic experts
—Forensic science ~.# 2624

fitness is not essential
—Dying declaration—Certificate of doctor as
to ~.# 2447

Forensic science
—Forensic experts .# 2624

fitness of mind
—Dying declaration—~ and ability to talk .#
2541

Forfeiture.# 1961

Fixation of price
—Scope.# 2187
Fixation of
—Fair Price of Sugar by Central
GovernmentVirous.# 2186

Forfeiture of commodity.# 2215
Forgery and fabrication of
—order of Supreme Court to gain undue
advantage—Contempt of Court.# 1537
forgery in
—Inspiration and ~ Court records .# 1677

Flouting Court's
— order.# 1676

Forgery
—and fabrication of order of Supreme Court
to gain undue advantage—Contempt of
Court.# 1715

Flouting of
—Bail order—~.# 1748

Form of F.I.R.
—Cryptic information .# 2274

Fodder Scam
Direction by Supreme Court in case of
difference opinion of.# 2104
Direction by Supreme Court regarding
personal presence of Director, C.B.I. .# 2104

Form of Notice.# 1962
Formal Role.# 1962
Formalities.# 1962
(SC-2)

Subject Index
former Court
—Avoidance of res-judicata—~ lacking
jurisdiction .# 2607
forum of appeal
—Article 136 is not ordinary ~.# 1579

gain undue advantage
—Forgery and fabrication of order of
Supreme Court to ~—Contempt of Court.#
1537
Gambling
—Trade and business ~.# 1394

found guilty
—Accused innocent until ~.# 1894

General Criticism.# 1963

Framing of charge.# 1962

General diary.# 1963

framing of charges
—Appreciation of evidence at the stage of ~—
Scope.# 1766
—by Special Judge.# 1803
—Grounds of.# 1962

General guideline.
—Speedier trial ~# 1473

Framing of
—charge.# 1962

General law
—Search or seizure—~.# 2026
General power of
—making order delegation of power.# 2192
General Principles. # 2051

Fraud and collusion
—Scope.# 2608

Genuiness.# 1963

Fraud on power.# 1963
Free and fair
—criminal trial—Right of.# 1445
Free Fight.# 1963
Freedom of
—Press.# 1393
friends and relations
—Dying declaration—in midst of ~.# 2542
from prosecution
—Supreme Court’s interference with
withdrawal ~.# 1555
FSL
—Non-sending to ~—Effect of.# 1809
Functioning of police
—Reforms of.# 1516

Genuineness of confession
—Determination.# 2510
Gift to bride
—stridhan criminal breach of trust .# 2125
give opportunity to
—Unauthorised import admitted—Failure to
~ cross-examine witnesses effect.# 2074
Glorification of Sati.# 1963
Glorification of
—Sati.# 1963
good faith
—Meaning of.# 1964
goods by criminal court
—Return of seized ~.# 2082
Got-up-witness.# 1964

fundamental right
—duties of Police.# 1445
—Emergency proclamation if effect on ~.# 1631
fundamental
—Statute void by reason of encroachment on ~
right retrospective operation.# 1384
furnished to detenue
—Copies of vital documents not ~.# 2108
G
gain undue advantage
—Forgery and fabrication of order of
Supreme Court to ~—Contempt of Court.#
1537
(SC-2)
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Grant of
—Bail—~# 1824
—Bail—~—Pre-trial prisoner.# 1825
—sanction for prosecution—Validity.# 1779,
1857
—Sanction # 1866
—Sanction for prosecution # 1780
Grant of apology
—Requirement for.# 1716
Grant of pardon
—and remission—Improper.# 1594
—Requirement of.# 1530
—Scope for.# 1532
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Grant of parole
—Scope.# 1964

Habitual Criminal
—Meaning of.# 1965

Grant of sanction
—for prosecution for one accused and
summoning to other accused without
sanction—Improper.# 1857
—for prosecution—Validity.# 1857

Habitual offender.# 1965

Granting sanction
—Delay.# 1859

Hair
—Identification by .# 2275
Hand Cuffing
—under trial prisoner convicts.# 1446
Handwriting Expert.# 2625

gratification by
—Acceptance of ~ public servant—
Presumption of.# 1871
Gratification.#
Meaning of.# 1754, 1872
—Demand of illegal ~—Not proved.# 1799
—Meaning of.# 1754, 1872

Harassment
—Dowry death—~ Dowry demand.# 2128
Harassment.# 1965
Hatchitha entry
—Death or birth .# 2600
head of the State
—Writ proceeding against ~ i.e., Governor.#
1619

ground of discrimination
—Proceeding started earlier continued after
Hear say evidence.# 1966
enforcement of Constitution challenging vires Hearsay evidence
on ~.# 1384
—Value of.# 1966
grounds of arrest
hearsay rule
—Detention without informing the ~.# 1481
—Exception to the ~.# 2558
Grounds of detention.# 2111

—Scope of.# 2559

Grounds of
—Framing of charges—~.# 1962

Heart patient
—Quantum of—Punishment—~.# 1723

Guarantee against
—testimonial compulsion.# 1407

heavy fine
—Imposition of ~.# 2077

guidance
—Fodder ScamHigh Court to give ~
through C.B.I. Counsel.# 2105

High Court misdirected
—Order of detention—Where ~ itself to its.#
2111

Guidelines to
—Custodial violence—~ prevent and check.#
1575

High Court to give
—Fodder Scam ~ guidance through C.B.I.
Counsel.# 2105

Guiding factor
—Punishment—~.# 1540

High Court’s power
—Contempt ex facie: ~ to deal .# 1648
—Criminal Contempt—of sub-ordinate Court:
~ to imitate proceeding suo motu .# 1650

Guilty
—Presumption of.# 1755
H

High Court-Forgery
—Employees of ~.# 1946

Habeas Corpus for restoration of wife or
child.# 1619

Highly unnatural conduct.
—Eye-witnesses ~# 1955

Habeas corpus petition
—Habeas Corpus— ~.# 1964

hindering or obstructing
—Offence under section 228 I.P.C. and ~ the
due course of justice .# 1680

Habeas Corpus
— Habeas corpus petition.# 1964
—for restoration of wife or child.# 1619

Hire Purchase Agreement.# 1966
(SC-2)

Subject Index
History of
—Fingerprint Identification by ~ science of .#
2622

identification of accused in Court—
Determination
—Evidentiary value of ~.# 2384

hit by Section 24 When
—Conviction ~.# 2457

Identification of accused
—at night—Determination.# 2389
—by eyewitness—Determination.# 2389
—by eye-witnesses—Reliance.# 2390
—by photographs—Validity.# 2390
—Determination.# 2390
—Possibility of ~—Determination.# 2400
—Scope.# 2411

hit by Section
—Statement recorded by Customs Officer, it
~ 25, Evidence Act and Article
20(3),Constitution.# 2069
Holder in due course.# 1966
Holding of T.I. Parade
—by police .# 2386
—When unnecessary .# 2386
Holding of test
—identification parade—Necessity.# 2386
horoscope
—Dying declaration—of a ~ and a school
records—Determined.# 2567
—Evidentiary value of—~—Scope.# 2568
—Evidentiary value of—a ~ and a school
records—Determined.# 2567
Hostile witness
—Effect.# 1966
—Meaning of.# 1967
—Natural but ~.# 2293
—Reliability of.# 1967
How much of
—information received from accused may be
proved—Determination.# 2490
Human Consumption.# 1967
hymen
—Rape Rupture of ~ etc. .# 2634
Hypertechnical ground
—cannot be lacuna to discard.# 2572
I
I.O.'s taking
—description of features .# 2387
Identification by
—Fingerprint ~ History of science of .# 2622
identification by light
—Dacoity or other offence ~.# 2258
Identification by
—Footprint ~.# 2274
Identification in T.I. Parade
—and interference by apex Court .# 2388
(SC-2)
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Identification of jewellery
—by neighbour—Reliable.# 2394
Identification of
—accused by voice—Reliability.# 1968
—FIR against unknown persons—~.# 2385
—Sufficient light for ~ accused—
Determination.# 2404
Identification Parade
—Absence of.# 2394
—Failure to conduct test ~—Effect.# 2384

—Failure to hold test ~—Effect.# 2384
—Non holding of test ~—Effect.# 2398
Identification to accused
—Inability of ~—Effect.# 2397
Identification.#
—Absence of.# 2394
—Acceptability.# 2410
—by a solitary witness—Effect of.# 2387
—first time in Court—Sustainability.# 2387
—in moonlight or without light .# 2393
—Modes of ~.# 2398
—Reliability.# 2397
—Reliance on.# 2397
If persona designata
—Appellate authority ~ Revisability.#
illegal custody
—Award of payment on account of ~—
Improper.# 1568
illegal detention
—Compensation for ~—Scope.# 1624
—Woman complaining ~: Speedy disposal.#
1477
Illegal detention.# 1590
illegal gratification.# 1968
—Demanding and receiving ~.# 1800
—Demand—Scope.# 1805
—Obtaining of ~—Applicability.# 1762
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—Sufficient proof of ~ for conviction—Scope.#
1848
—Sufficient proof of.# 1806
illegal search
—Resisting an ~.# 2065
Illicit Liquor.# 1969

—Grant of sanction for prosecution for one
accused and summoning to other accused
without sanction—~.# 1857
—Interference in disputed questions of
facts—~.# 1608
—Interference in question of facts—~.# 1572

Improvement in deposition.# 2334
imitate proceeding
—Criminal Contempt—of sub-ordinate Court: Improvement in testimony
—Determination.# 2334
High Court’s power to ~ suo motu .# 1507
Improvements
and omissions
immediately after making
—in
the
testimony
of eye-witness — Effect.#
—Petitioner not arrested ~ order of
1969
detention.# 2113
Impermissibility
—Interference in acquittal—~.# 1569
—Torture and custodial death—~.# 1476
—Use of extrajudicial confession—~.# 2503

in bail matters
—Supreme Court interference ~.# 1557

Impermissible
—Monitoring of Pending trial by Apex
Court—~.# 1520

in court
—Identification ~.# 2276

Impleading of
—private party.# 1717
implementation of
—Enforcement and ~ Dowry Prohibition
Act—Scope.# 1516
implemented
—Violation of—order general and sweeping in
nature not meant to be ~ .# 1692
implementing
—Intentional delay in ~ direction of Apex
Court .# 1677

in court for first time
—Identification ~.# 2276

in custody of Police—Validity of
—Confession ~.# 2475
in evidence of illiterate ladies
—Discrepancy ~.# 2267
in investigation
—Inordinate delay ~.# 1449
in medical or ballistic report—Effect
—Contradiction ~.# 2313
in midst of
—Dying declaration—~ friends and relations
.# 2542

Importance of motive
—Determination.# 1969

in night excluding
—Murder of a spouse ~ third party
involvement .# 2292

Imposition of sentence
—Object.# 1969

in presence of Police Officer
—Confession ~.# 2468

Imposition of
—heavy fine.# 2077

in presence
—Confession—~ of Police Officer .# 2468

imprisonment convict
—Premature release of life ~ through writ
proceeding.# 1621

In respect of
Meaning of.# 1533

Improper
—Award of payment on account of illegal
custody—~.# 1424
—Challenge to direction of retrial outside the
State—~.# 1581
—Direction for Investigation—by particular
agency—~.# 1523
—Grant of pardon and remission—~.# 1531

Inability of identification
—to accused—Effect.# 2397
inadequate sentence
—Undue sympathy to impose ~—Effect.#
2041
Inadmissible
—Confession—to Police Officer and other
Officers ~.# 2469
(SC-2)

Subject Index
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Inapplicability
inferior Court
—Falsus in uno falsus in omnibus—~.# 1960
—Delay in transmission of orders of superior
Court to ~ .# 1670
incident in
—Detailed accounts of ~ dying declaration, if
necessary.# 2530

Infirmities in
—procedure—Effect of.# 1739

Incident’s affecting
—public order.# 1504

Infirmity in recording
—dying declaration—Determination.# 2572

includes if
—Right to live: ~, livelihood .# 1421

Infirmity.# 1971

inclusion of new drugs
—Application for ~ need of endorsement .#
2151
incoherent nature
—Pleadings of contemptuous, irrelevant and
~—Effect of.# 1576
Inconsistence
—between oral and medical evidence—
Effect.# 2608
—between evidence.# 2335
Inconsistencies in
—dying-declaration—Effect of.# 2572
—the stand.# 1389
incriminating article
—Extra Judicial confession—seal recovery of
~—Effect.# 2490
incriminating material
—Recovery of—~—Determination of.# 2496

influence judiciary
—Contempt by attempting to ~# 1648
Influence.# 1972
Information by
—accused in police custody .# 2493
information in evidence
—Admissibility of ~.# 2481
information received
—How much of ~ from accused may be
proved—Determination.# 2490
Information
—and fact discovered.# 2491
Ingredients for
—Compensation—for custodial violence—~.#
1429
Ingredients of
—Offence—~.# 1809

Incriminating weapon
—Murder case Proof by ballistic expert ~ not
discovered, when .# 2631

inimical to accused
—Eye-witness—Only because eye-witnesses
were ~ -Testimony of eye-witnesses cannot be
rejected.# 2325

incrimination
—Bar to self ~: principles.# 1405

Inimical witness
—Effect.# 1972

Inculpatory statement.# 2463

Inimical witness.# 2335

Independent witness.# 1971
—Determination.# 1971
—Scrutiny Necessity .# 2278
—Necessity to examine.# 2335

Initiation of proceeding
—under Sea Customs Act and Contempt of
Court proceeding .# 2052

Independent
—consideration.# 1971
Indian Law
—Distinction between English Law and ~.#
2531
indirect mode of proof
—Circumstantial evidence—are an ~.# 2310
Inference of
—conscious possession.# 2491
(SC-2)

injured eye-witness
—Evidence of—~—Scope.# 2322
Injured eye-witness.# 1972
injured eye-witness—Scope
—Evidence of ~.# 2322

Injured witness
—Credibility of.# 1972
—Omission to mention injuries caused to
him in FIR.# 1973
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Injured witness’s evidence
—Value.# 2279
injuries of accused
—Failure to—explain ~—Effect.# 1958
injuries on accused
—Failure to explain ~ Effect of .# 1958
—Non-explanation of.# 1974
injuries on
—Non-examination of—~ accused—Effect.#
1995
Injuries
—Non-reference of ~—No grounds of
rejection.# 1997
injury on deceased
—Failure to mention ~—Effect.# 2622

inter partes
—Relevancy of judgment not ~ as transaction
.# 2426
Interest witnesses.# 1976
Interested witness
—Appreciation of—~.# 1903
Interested witness
—Credibility.# 1977
—Determination.# 1976
—Scope.# 1976
Interested Witnesses.# 2336
Interestedness.# 1981
interference by apex Court
—Identification in T.I. Parade and ~.# 2388

Interference by
—Findings based on appreciation of evidence
Injury report
~ Civil Appellate Court.# 2331
—post-mortem report by doctor, later dead .#
2572
Interference in acquittal
—Impermissibility.# 1569
Inordinate delay
—in investigation.# 1449
inquest memo
—Discrepancy as to distance of P.S. from
place of occurrence in F.I.R. and ~ .# 2319
Inquiry about threat
—coercion or inducement to witness—
Permissibility.# 1976
insist on
—Custom Act interrogation right of
delinquent to ~ presence of lawyer.# 2069
Inspiration
—and forgery in Court records .# 1677
Installation of meter
—in dark corner .# 2162
Institution of proceeding
—by whom.# 2171
Instrumentality of
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Interference of
—Appeal against acquittal—~.# 1560
—Appeal against conviction—~.# 1564
Interference with
—finding of fact on reappraisal of evidence by
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—Fit case for ~—Determination.# 2096
—Option available for ~—Scope.# 2096

intra vires
—Self incrimination meaning and import
discovery on the behest of accused if ~.#
1470

issue directions
—Power to ~.# 1452

Invalidity
—Imposition of duties by State Government
Sub-delegation ~.# 2198
investigate the matter
—Sought for direction to ~ by particular
agency—Scope.# 1523

Issue of search warrant
—if violative of arbitrariness.# 2063
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jail and violation of
—Shifting of venue of trial to ~ Article 21.#
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investigating officer
—Non-examination of—~—Effect.# 1996

Jail reforms
Directions by Supreme Court.# 1518

Investigation by CBI
—Direction of ~.# 1516

Joint disclosure by two
—Confession ~.# 2483

investigation by S.P.
—Order of ~ to junior officer—Effect of.#
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Joint disclosure
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Admissibility.# 2493

Investigation into the offence
—under EC Act—Scope.# 2192

Joint statement
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recovery .# 2493

Investigation.#
—Authorised officers of.# 1853
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—Castigation of.# 1982
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—into the offence under EC Act—Scope.# 2192
—Recovery in consequence of disclosurestatement by accused during ~.# 2494
invocation of Article
—Arrest not under Penal Law: ~22.# 1479
involved in criminal proceeding
—Reluctance of urban gentry to depose and
be ~.# 2300
Involvement of
—an accused—Determination of. # 1983
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—Jurisdiction of Special Judge.# 1787
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judgment in rem
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Judgment in
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—or confession of advocate Remedy .# 2435
judgment
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Judgments in civil suits
—Admissibility of criminal Court~.# 2426
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—Hypertechnical ground cannot be ~.# 2572
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—Criticism by media.# 1678

Language in detention order
—as per detenu's understanding.# 2111
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earlier—Effect.# 2464
—Corroboration.# 2464
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Judicial review of
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junior officer
—Order of investigation by SP to ~—Nonapplication of mind.# 1837
—Order of—investigation by S.P. to ~—Effect
of.# 1854
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Law and order
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Law declared
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—in Article 20(1) implication.# 1398
Law relating to.
—Circumstantial evidence # 1917
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—Ex. Post facto ~.# 1396
lawyer of
—Right to be defended by a ~ own choice.#
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Jurisdiction.# 1983
—Appeal by Special Leave—~.# 1580
Jurisdiction of
—Joint trial—~ Special Judge.# 1787

Lawyer’s presence
—during police interrogation to ensure
compliance with Article 20(3) .# 1450

justice
—Miscarriage of ~.# 1989

leading to discovery of fact—Admissibility
—Confession ~.# 2482
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—Order for retrial of cases—~.# 1568
Juvenile prisoners.# 1984

leading to discovery
—Confession—~ of fact—Admissibility.# 2482

K
Killed due to
—drinking habit.# 1984
Kinds of
—Admissions—~.# 2434
Knowledge
—or intention of accused in a Crime—
Requirement.# 1984
L
Laconic and vague
—order of sentence .# 1718

Leave to appeal
—to Supreme Court, to private party.# 1556
Legal Battle.# 1985
legality of jurisdiction
—Order of detention—Validity and ~.# 2113
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—Preventive detention—~: detenue already in
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Liability of sleeping partner.# 2218
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Limitation.#
—Completion of—Criminal Proceedings—~.#
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Limited period
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—Excise Inspector as ~.# 2618
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Litigation writ petition
—Contempt in Public Interest ~ .# 1649
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Locus standi.#
—to file appeal.# 1576
lodging of
—FIR—Delay in ~.# 1937

Magistrate
—F.I.R. Delay in Transmission to ~.# 2327
—Recording of confessional statements by
officers other than ~ Need of warning and
caution .# 2471
Maintainability of
—Appeal # 1748
—Public Interest Litigation ~# 1521
—Writ—~.# 1608
Maintainability
—Appeal against acquittal by private party—~.#
1567
Maintenance of stock
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~.# 2192
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—Not informing detenue of his right of ~.# 1504
maker to civil
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exposing the ~ or
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2192
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Maxim
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—falsus in uno falsus in omnibus does not
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.# 2160
Maximum Period.# 1987
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meaning and proof
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—Alibi—~.# 2420
—Book~.# 2594
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—Court ~#
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~.# 2144
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—Express.# 2428
Meaning of proved
—Determination.# 2339
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meaning
—Dowry ~.# 2121
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—Discrepancy between ~—Effect.# 2616

Medical certificate
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Medical evidence.#
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~—Effect.# 2611
—Contradictory testimony of ~ vis-a-vis
ocular evidence—Effect.# 2617
—Discrepancies between ~ vis-a-vis oral
testimony—Effect.# 2617
—Discrepancy ~ vis-a-vis oral evidence—
Determination.# 2617
—Discrepancy between ~ vis-a-vis eye
witness—Effect.# 2617
—Minor variations between ~ and ocular
version—Effect.# 1616
—Reliance on.# 2627
—Scope.# 2627
Medical Examination.# 1998
Medical expert
—About ability to talk of injured .# 2628
—About death by asphyxia .# 2628
—About time of death .# 2628
—Age of injury or time of rape, about .# 2628
—Appreciation of evidence of, and value
thereof .# 2628
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Medical Grounds.# 1988
medical or ballistic report
—Contradiction—in ~—Effect.# 2313
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Mode of user
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essential if for ~.#
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—its impact upon the Customs Act.# 2353
Monitoring of Pending
offence under the Act.# 2193
—trial by Apex Court—Impermissible.# 1520
—the Customs Act.#
more cases
Mental condition.# 1988
—Arrest and detention—in ~ than one.# 1489
mention injuries
Motive.#
—Injured witness—Omission to ~ caused to
—as circumstance .# 2368
him in FIR.# 1973
—Determination of.# 1990
Mercy petition
—Scope.# 1596
Mere demand
—for dowry offence .# 2129
Mere presumption
—insufficient for conviction under Section
7.# 2215
Military authority
—Arrest and detention—by ~, later an under
trial prisoner.# 1488
Military personnel
—Writ against ~.# 1477
Milk.# 1989
mind for recording
—Fit state of ~ dying declaration—
Determination.# 2569
mind for
—Fit state of ~ dying declaration—
Determination.# 2569
minor children
—Custody of children—Welfare of ~.# 1616
Minor discrepancies
—in evidence—Effect of.# 1989
Miscarriage of
—justice.# 1989
Miscellaneous.# 2290
Misconduct.# 1989
Mistake of
—Facts.# 1989
mistaken identity
—Possibility of ~—Reliability.# 2401
Misunderstanding of order
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—Expunction of adverse remarks against
prosecution witness—Effect.# 1544
—Inquest Report Value of evidence in ~.# 2336
—Proof by ballistic expert Incriminating weapon
not discovered, when .# 2631
Murder of a spouse
—in night excluding third party involvement
.# 2292
Murder or hurt.# 2574
Murder trial.# 1991
murder weapon
—Non-determination of blood group on ~
clothes of accusedFatal in criminal case .#
2339
Murder.# 1990
—Benefit of doubt.# 1991
—Conviction for—~ without ‘post-mortem’
examination or disclosing no reason .# 2255
—Corroboration by blood-stains on accused’s
wearing apparel or on earth .# 2292
N
name of accused/appellant
—Non-disclosure of ~ for several months—
Permissibility.# 1992
name of
—Non-mentioning of ~—witness in FIR—
Effect.# 1997
named in F.I.R.
—Witness not ~ Credibility .# 2353
narcotic drug.#
—Medical expert Opinion about ~.# 2630
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Natural conduct
—Determination.# 2359
natural justice
—Proceeding in conformity on the basis of
~.# 2074
Natural
—but hostile witness .# 2293
Nature of evidence
—and its value .# 2574
—First information report ~.# 2274

Need of signature
—Disclosure statement—~ by the accused .#
2484
Need of warning and caution
—Recording of confessional statements by
officers other than Magistrate ~.# 2471
neither wholly reliable
—Solitary Witness—~ nor wholly unreliable—
Admissibility.# 2032

new Act
—Powers of Customs Officers ~ and old Act
Nature of
contrast.# 2053
—circumstantial evidence—Expressed.# 1992
—Criminal Trial—~.# 1931
New plea
—the tribunal.# 2081
—Availability of.# 1572
—Writ of prohibition—~.# 1609
—Refused.# 1808
Nautical assessor
—as expert .# 2631
Necessary conditions
—Compliance of ~.# 1922
necessary parties
—Non-impleadment of ~—Effect of.# 1520
necessary
—Detailed accounts of incident in dying
declaration, if ~.# 2530

New point.# 1557
No Interference
—Concurrent finding of facts—~.# 1564
Nods and gestures
—Dying declaration—recorded ~.# 2542
Non holding of test
—Identification Parade—Effect.# 2398
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—Benefit of acquittal to ~—Permissibility.#
—Requirement—Wilful disobedience ~.# 1683
1571

Necessity to examine
—Independent witnesses—~.# 2335
Necessity to prove confession
—Examination of Magistrate ~.# 2475
Necessity to prove motive
—Scope.# 2374

non-appearing accused
—Benefit of acquittal to ~—Availability.#
1571
Non-application of
—Order of investigation by SP to junior
officer—~ mind.# 1837

Need of close scrutiny
—Arrest and detention—of a foreigner under
order of deportation ~with Article 22(1).#
2331

non-arbitrariness
—Equality and ~.# 1387

need of corroboration
—Retracted confession ~.# 2466

Non-availability of
—a Magistrate.# 2398

Need of details
—Dying declaration—~ if .# 2531

Non-citizens
—Right of.# 1390

need of endorsement
—Application for inclusion of new drugs ~.#
2151

Non-determination of bloodgroup
—on murder weapon clothes of
accusedFatal in criminal case .# 2339

Need of signature by the accused
—Disclosure statement ~.# 2484
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—or occurrence by eye-witness soon after the
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non-author of F.I.R.
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Non-disclosure of
—name of accused/appellant for several
months—Permissibility.# 1992

Normal discrepancy
—and material discrepancy distinction .#
2294

Non-examination of
—a letter.# 1993
—certain prosecution witness—Effect.# 1993
—eye-witness—Effect.# 1993
—independent witness—Effect.# 1993
—injuries on accused—Effect.# 1995

Not an evidence
—Paper report—~.# 2343

—injuries on accused—Effect.# 1995
—Injuries—Effect of.# 1996
—investigating officer—Effect.# 1996
Non-existence of
—common object—Upheld.# 1564
Non-explanation of
—Injuries on accused—~.# 1995

not available when
—Presumption—~.# 2083
not available
—Presumption—~ when.# 2083
not followed by Court
—T.I. Parade Identification Basis for
Conviction .# 2405
Not informing
—detenue of his right of make
representation.# 1504

Non-explanation
—Injuries on accused—~.# 1974

Not Marking
—Failure to hold test identification parade—
Effect.—~.# 2385

Non-holding of
—T.I. Parade Fatal .# 2398
—test identification parade—Effect.# 2399

not of much
—Reaction of family is a matter which is ~
consequence to prove guilt.# 2345

Non-impleadment of
—necessary parties—Effect of.# 1520
non-medical articles
—Drugs includes ~, if .# 2133

Not proved
—Demand of illegal gratification—~.# 1799
—Proved, 'disproved' and ~—Explained.#
2344

Non-mentioning of
—name of—witness in FIR—Effect.# 1997

Note of
—Objection.# 1997

Non-participation in
—T.I. Parade .# 2399

notice blood at the place of occurrence—
Effect.
—Failure to # 1959

Non-payment of interest
—validity.# 2171
Non-reference of
—injuries—No grounds of rejection.# 1997
Non-sealing of
—articles before transmission to export .#
2632
Non-sending
—to FSL—Effect of.# 1809
Non-signing of
—seizure memo by accused—Effect of.# 1809
nor wholly unreliable
—Solitary Witness—neither wholly reliable
~—Admissibility.# 2032
Normal and Material
—discrepancies.# 2341
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notice blood
—Failure to—~ at the place of occurrence—
Effect.# 1959
Notice of
—Demand.# 1997
Notice to Judges
—criminal contempt .# 1679
Notice.# 1742
O
Object of Act.# 2125, 2133
Object of principle
—of natural justice—Determination of.# 2177
Object of the statute.# 1637, 2176
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Object
—and purpose of.# 1635
—Imposition of sentence—~.# 1969
Object of
—the statute .# 2176

of accused person
—Conduct—~—Admissibility.# 2481
of accused
—Confession—~—Scope.# 2415

Object on import
—Marketing Legislation~.# 2176

of any order made
—Penalty for contravention ~ under Section 3
ContraventionMeaning of.# 2216

Objection.#
—Note of ~.# 1997

of arms
—Unauthorised possession ~.# 2040

Obligation of Board
—to supply energy - extent .# 2158

Of charge.# 1998

Obscenity
—Tests Value of experts in literature.# 2632

of child-witness
—Conviction—on evidence ~.# 2451

Observation
—Case based on—circumstantial evidence—
~.# 1911

of co-accused
—Admissibility of confession—~ User against
accused .# 2446
—Confession—~.# 2414, 2509

Obstructing removed
—of Essential Commodities.# 2216

of Drug
—Possession of—Small Quantity ~# 2001

Obtained
—illegal gratification—Applicability.#
1762

of dying declaration
—Dying declaration—~—Scope.# 2568
—Evidentiary value—~.# 2567
—Recording—~—Requirement.# 2586

Occular evidence
—Value of.# 1998
occurrence by eye-witness
—Non-disclosure of important events or ~
soon after the occurrence .# 2033, 2293
occurrence
—No pellets found at the place of ~—Effect.#
1992
—Place of ~.# 2000
—Place of ~—Determination. # 2000
ocular evidence
—Contradictory testimony of medical
evidence vis-a-vis ~—Effect.# 2307

of eye-witness
—Non-examination ~.# 2294
of horoscope
—Dying declaration—~—Scope.# 2568
of some of the accused—Not necessary to
acquit other accused.
—Acquittal ~# 1896
of sub-ordinate Court High Court’s power to
imitate proceeding suo motu
—Criminal Contempt # 1739
of witness in relation to occurrence
—Conduct ~.# 2366

ocular testimony
— Conflict between medical evidence and ~—
Effect.# 1924

Offence by companies.# 2218

ocular version
—Minor variations between medical evidence
and ~—Effect.# 2631

offence of bribery
—Acquittal for the ~—Scope.# 1768

of a foreigner under order of deportation
need of compliance with Article 22(1).
—Arrest and detention # 1424, 1488
of accused on benefit of doubt—
Requirement.
—Acquittal # 1895

Offence by
—police.# 1450

Offence of Rape
—Meaning.# 1998
—Sexual violence as ~—Effect.# 2031
offence of theft under I.P.C.
—Dishonest abstraction of electricity ~.#
2161
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Offence punishable
—with death or life.# 1998
Offence under Customs Act
—and Preventive detention.# 2069
offence under EC Act
—Investigation into the ~—Scope.# 2192,
2210
Offence under the
—Sea Customs Act penalty under Customs
Act.# 2053
Offence under.#
—Wrong allegation.# 1837
offence.#
—Customs ~ and preventive detention.#
2069
—Designated Court may not convict the
TADA accused for ~ under any other law—
Validity of.# 1387
—Ingredients of.# 1809, 2162
—under section 228 I.P.C. and hindering or
obstructing the due course of justice .# 1680
—under Section 5(1).# 1760
Offences by companies.# 2151
offender
—Personality of ~.# 2000
Offensive behaviour
— with a senior advocate appearing for a
party .# 1681
official act
—Relevancy of ~—Scope.# 2017
official book
—Relevancy of entry in public or other ~—
Requirement.# 2600
Official witness .#
old Act
—Applicability of ~—Scope.# 1764
Omission in evidence
—Effect.# 1999
Omission of important fact
—in F.I.R..# 2423
Omission to conduct of
—test identification parade—Effect.# 2382,
2400
Omission to show Order
—Proceedings to be quashed if.# 2194
Omission.# 1999, 2314, 2549
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—Dying declaration—~.# 1945
—or contradictions of injured witnesses—
Effect.# 2342
Omission to
—Injured witness—~ mention injuries caused
to him in FIR.# 1973
omnibus does not apply
—Maxim falsus in uno falsus in ~.# 1901
on accused
—Burden of proving alibi is ~ pleading it.#
1910
on dying declaration
—Reliance of dying declaration—~
Requirement.# 2587
on earth
—Murder Corroboration by blood-stains on
accused’s wearing apparel or ~ .# 2292
on evidence
—Conviction—~ of child-witness .# 2451
on retracted confession
—Conviction ~.# 2451
on the basis of
—Proceeding in conformity ~ natural
justice.# 2074
one's own favour
—Admission in ~.# 2432
open place
—Discovery from uncovered or ~.# 2485
opportunity to be heard
—Adjudication proceeding—~.# 2083
Opportunity to explain
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Section 313, Cr. P.C..# 2443
Option available for
—issuance of Externment order—Scope.#
2096
or appointment of Special Judge—Scope.
—Public Interest Litigation ~# 1521
oral and medical evidence
—Inconsistence between ~—Effect.# 2303
Oral dying declaration
—Scope.# 2575
Oral dying declaration.# 2575
oral evidence
—Contradiction in medical and ~—Effect of.#
2612
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—Discrepancy medical evidence vis-a-vis ~—
Determination.# 2617
—Medical evidence contrary to ~—Scope.#
1988
—Variations between medical evidence and
~—Effect.# 2631
oral testimony
—Conflict between ~ and medical evidence—
Effect.# 1924, 2611
—Contradiction in ~.# 2253, 2335
—Discrepancies between medical evidence
vis-a-vis ~—Effect.# 2616
order contempt
—Disturbing status quo ~.# 1673
order general
—Violation of—~ and sweeping in nature not
meant to be implemented .# 1692
order of Court
—Breach of ~.# 1644
—Breach of ~—What is not.# 1644
order of deportation
—Arrest and detention—of a foreigner under
~ need of compliance with Article 22(1).#
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Order of
—investigation by S.P. to junior officer—
Effect of.# 1854
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—Conspiracy—against ~.# 2418
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order of detention.#
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making ~.# 2113
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—Validity and legality of jurisdiction.# 2113
—Misunderstanding of order—~.# 1719
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order of execution
Section 18 .# 2430
—Determination of ~ should be cancelled or
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—Expert evidence If can ~.# 2618
Order of High Court.# 1542
order of injunction
—Disobedience of Court's orders—Court ~.#
1671
order of sanction
—Authenticity of ~—Determination.# 1856
order of sentence
—Laconic and vague ~.# 1718
order of Supreme Court
—Forgery and fabrication of ~ to gain undue
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order
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Overriding effect
—Determination.# 1860
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—Right to be defended by a lawyer of ~.#
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—No ~ at the place of occurrence—Effect.#
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Penalty for
—demanding dowry import of .# 2129
—storing unauthorised drugs.# 2148
penalty under Customs Act
—Offence under the Sea Customs Act ~.#
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Penalty .# 2079
Pardon.#
Pending
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—and remission of sentence—Validity.# 1598
—Monitoring of ~—Impermissible.# 1520
—Grant of ~.# 1597
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be allowed to ~ Advocate.# 1665
representation to be
—Concerned Government to constitute
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Representation.# 2022
Requirement
—Admissibility of conduct of accused in
evidence—~.# 2307
—Admissibility of confession ~.# 2439
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—Admissibility of dying declaration—~.#
2518
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~.# 2475
—Admissibility of result of a scientific act—
~.# 2610
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—Admissibility of—evidence relating to
recovery—~.# 2480
—Availability of benefit of doubt—~.# 1904
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evidence—~.# 1905
—Conviction based—on circumstantial
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—Conviction on the basis of circumstantial
evidence—~.# 1926
—Dying declaration—recorded by Police
Inspector—~.# 2543
—Interim order—~.# 1718
—Knowledge or intention of accused in a
Crime—~.# 1984
—Maintenance of stock register by a dealer—
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2006
—Recording—of dying declaration—~.# 2586
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—To constitute an offence of criminal
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—Wilful disobedience necessary.# 1683

respect to injuries
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Restated
—Principles for—~.# 2343
Restoration of
—decree—Scope.# 1563
—Habeas Corpus for ~ wife or child.# 1619
Restricted electric supply
—maximum demand charges - not arbitrary
.# 2160
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Analyst ~.# 2144
result of
—Admissibility of ~ a scientific act—
Requirement.# 2610
resulting in death
—Cause of death and any circumstances or
transaction ~.# 2521

Requirement for
Retracted confession.# 2467
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Determination.# 2588
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retrospective operation
—Duty of Courts ~# 1482
—Statute void by reason of encroachment on
fundamental right ~.# 1384
res gestae.# 2359
—Complaint of raped girl, if ~.# 2358
Retrospective
—Tests .# 2359
—Amendment by Act 30 of 1974 ~, if.# 2201
Res-judicata
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—Applicability of.# 1522, 1574
—Confiscation of animal, vehicle, vessel or
—Avoidance of ~.# 2607
conveyance used for carrying essential
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commodity ~.# 2201
collusion .# 2607
Return of seized
—Avoidance of ~—former Court lacking
—goods by criminal court.# 2082
jurisdiction .# 2607
—Past judgments—Admissibility for ~.# 2601 Reversal of acquittal
—Scope for.# 1841
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Reversal of decision
—an illegal search.# 2065
—in appeal against acquittal—Requirement.#
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Right of
—Non-citizens—~.# 1390
—private defence.# 2005, 2023
—Reasonableness and fairness trial—~.# 1390
—Undertrial Prisoner—~.# 1523
—Woman prison—~.# 1477

Review of
—evidence for third time by Supreme Court—
right to be defended
Scope.# 1578
—Arrested man exposed to risk of fine only ~
Review of evidence.# 2023
by a lawyer.# 1480
Review of judgment
—by a lawyer of own choice.# 1485
—in criminal proceedings—Scope.# 1582
right to be released on satisfactory
Revision petition
representation.
—for discharge.# 1841
—Preventive detention# 1493
Revision.# 2023
right to be released
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Revocation Power.# 2114
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Right to die (suicide)
—Power to Prohibit under Section
—vis-a-vis right to life .# 1414
3Vioratative fundamental ~.# 2198
—Non-citizens—~.# 1390
Right to free
—speedy trial—Applicability.# 1457
—legal aid.#
Right of accused
Right to life
—Criminal trial—~.# 1432
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—Determination.# 1484
—extent of expression life .# 1420
Right of arrested person’s
—to be produced before Magistrate.# 1485
Right of Bail.# 2023
Right of complainant
—Determination.# 2023
right of delinquent to
—Custom Act interrogation ~ insist on
presence of lawyer.# 2069
Right of detenu
—Determination.# 1508
—make representation—Scope.# 1508
—under Scope.# 1509

—Right to die (suicide) vis-a-vis ~.# 1414
—under Article 21 and abridging
fundamental right to Military Personnel
conflict.# 1459
—vis-a-vis rape.# 1458
—vis-a-vis bonded labour.# 1460
right to Military Personnel
—Right to life under Article 21 and abridging
fundamental ~ conflict.# 1459

Right of marriage.# 1593

Right to presence
—of lawyer during police interrogation to
avoid self-incrimination.# 2472
—to Central Government.# 2114

Right of privacy
—and concept of liberty.# 1456
—Determination of.# 1456

risk of fine
—Arrested man exposed to ~ only: right to be
defended by a lawyer.# 1480

Right of Public Prosecutor
—Determination.# 2024

Rule against
—Prosecution under—~ double jeopardy.#
1400

Right of representation
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release consideration by whom.# 1491
Right of speedy trial
—Determination.# 2024
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Sale of drug
—in excess of price fixed under Drugs Price
Control Order .# 2152

school records
—Evidentiary value of—a horoscope and a
~—Determined.# 2567, 2599

Sale of medicine
—in excess of maximum retail price.# 2196

School Register
—Entries in—~ Admissibility and evidentiary
value .#
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—Competent authority.# 1863
—Grant of ~—Validity.# 1769, 1779
—Necessity of.# 1771
—Other accused without obtaining
sanction.# 1865
—Requirement.# 1866
—Scope.# 1781
—Validity of.# 1866
Sanction.# 1761
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India—Article 21—Speedy Justice.# 1765
—Grant of.# 1866
—Necessity of.# 1867
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Satisfaction of
—Subjective ~ executive to detain a
delinquent.# 1507
satisfactory representation
—Preventive detention—right to be released
on ~.# 1493
SC/ST convicts
—Remission to ~.# 2022
Scandalising Court.# 1683
Scheme of
—remission—Discrimination,
determination—Stipulation.# 1391
—remission—Entitlement.# 1392
Scheme of remission
—Discrimination, determination—
Stipulation.# 1596

science of
—Fingerprint Identification by History of ~.#
2622
scientific act
—Admissibility of result of a ~—
Requirement.# 2610
Scope.# 2654, 2662, 2686, 2703
—Acceptability of identification—~.# 1893
—Acquittal on the basis of absence of reliable
evidence—~.# 1820
—Acquittal—~ 1524.# 1896
—Amendment sought in writ petition—~.#
1512
—Appeal against acquittal—~.# 1566
—appeal against acquittal—Power of
Supreme Court—~.# 1543
—Appeal by private party—against
acquittal—~.# 1569
—Applicability of old Act—~.# 1764
—Applicability of presumption—~.# 1871
—Appreciation of evidence at the stage of
framing of charges—~.# 1766
—Benefit of doubt—~.# 1905, 1907
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—Circumstantial evidence ~.# 1915
—Compensation ~ # 1431
—Compensation for illegal detention—~.#
1514
—Compensation for police atrocities—~.#
1514
—Compensation to victims—~.# 1514
—Compensation—for illegal detention—~.#
1430, 1624
—Compensation—to victim—~.# 1430
—Concurrent finding—~.# 1562
—Concurrent findings—Interference in—~.#
1578
—Confession—~.# 2414
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—Criminal Contempt ~# 1739
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evidence—~.# 1988
—Medical evidence—~.# 2627
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—Powers of Court—~.# 1520
—Proof of admission of fact—~.# 2512, 2646
—Public Interest Litigation—or appointment
of Special Judge—~.# 1521
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—Recovery of—weapons of assault—~.# 2498
—Relation witness—~.# 2016
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—Reliance of dying declaration—~.# 2587
—Reliance on medical evidence—~.# 2634
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—Reliance on—police witnesses—~.# 2502
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~.# 2502
—Remedy of writ—~.# 1609
—Restoration of decree—~.# 1563
—Review of judgment in criminal
proceedings—~.# 1582
—Right of detenu—make representation—~.#
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—Sentence—~.# 1724
—Sought for direction to investigate the
matter by particular agency—~.# 1523
—Sufficient proof of illegal gratification for
conviction—~.# 1814
—Test Identification Parade—~.# 2036
—Writ petition or SLP—~—Breaking out of
fire in Theatre.# 1613
Scope and limitations
—Contempt jurisdiction—~.# 1649
Scope and maintainability
—Appeal by special leave—~.# 1512
Scope for .#
—Deportation # 1386
—Deportation of a person ~# 1442
—Grant of pardon—~.# 1532
—Interested Witnesses—Reliance on—~.#
1980
—Lenient view while passing sentence—~.#
1763
—Probation—~.# 1770
—Presumption~.# 1755
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—Reduction of sentence—~.# 1775
—Reversal of acquittal—~.# 1841
—Solitary Witness—~.# 2033
Scope of
—Acquittal—Appeal—~.# 1577
—Applicability of—~.# 1635
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—Hearsay rule—~.# 2358
—Investigation ~# 1776
—Illegal Gratification—~ Appeal against
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—Remission of sentence—~.# 1530
—Review—~.# 1523, 2023
—Section 11.# 2026
—Unreliable testimony—~.# 2041
Scrutiny of
—dying declaration.# 2589
Scrutiny
—independent witness ~ Necessity .# 2278
Sea Customs Act
—Initiation of proceeding under ~ and
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Contempt of Court proceeding.# 2052
—Offence under the ~ penalty under
Customs Act.# 2053

sending to inferior
—Superior Magistrate ~ Magistrate complaint
for remark .# 1686

seal at the time
—Extra Judicial confession—~ of seizure—
Effect.# 2490

senior advocate
—Offensive behaviour with a ~ appearing for
a party .#
1681

Search and seizure
—Scope.# 2026
—General law.# 2026

Sentence for
—Apology—by an Advocate—~.# 1712

Search for exact motive
—Necessity.# 2376

Sentence Suspension
—Prisons.# 1599

Sentence.# 1759
—Considerable fact for.# 2027
—Contempt of Court—~.# 1712
—Criminal Contempt—Slapping a Judge—~.#
1735
Search warrant
—Machenisem for.# 2028
—without compelling accused to be a party to
—Object of.# 2028
search.# 1408
—Principle for.# 2028
Second marriage
—Propriety of.# 2029
—Conversion of religion offence—
—Quantum of.# 2029
Challenged.# 1468, 1584
—Reasons for.# 2030
Second test identification
—Reduction of—~—Special reasons.# 1775
—Evidentiary value.# 2404
—Requirement for.# 2031
—Scope.# 1424
secondary evidence
—Supreme Court's interference with ~.#
—Dying declaration—Proof by ~.# 2540
1556
Secreted
Sentence, enhancement of.# 1590
—meanin.# 2065
Search seizure
—and disposal of goods under Sea Customs
Act.# 2054

Seizure list.# 2026
seizure memo
—Non-signing of ~ by accused—Effect of.#
1809
Seizure of the vehicle
—of whom.# 2082
Seizure of vehicle's
—criminal court jurisdiction to order
release.# 2204
Seizure
—and confiscation of foodgrains.# 2204
Seizure.# 2204
Self defence.# 2026
Self incrimination
— meaning and import discovery on the
behest of accused if intra vires.# 1470
—Right to presence of lawyer during police
interrogation to avoid ~.# 2472

service of
—Departmental enquiry ~ copy of enquiry
report.# 1386
Session Trial.# 2031
several months
—Non-disclosure of name of
accused/appellant for ~—Permissibility.#
1992
Sexual violence
—as offence of rape—Effect.# 2031
'shall presume'
—Definitions of ~ and 'may presume'—
Determination.# 2353
—Expressed.# 2355
—Meaning of May presume and ~—
Determination.# 2354
—Meaning of.# 2355
Shifting of
—venue of trial to jail and violation of Article
21.# 1470
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showing fraud
—Avoidance of res judicata—by ~ and
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Soon before death
—Interpretation.# 2033
Sought for direction
—to investigate the matter by particular
agency—Scope.# 1523

Source of income
—Assets disproportionate.# 1764
signature of deceased
—Absence of ~ on dying declaration—Effect.#
—Explanation for.# 1759
2517
Special Court.# 2033
Significance of motive.# 2031
Special court's power
Simultaneous Impleadment of firm
—Complaint against firm or company ~ and
its servants Necessity.# 2218
Single witness
—Reliability of.# 2031
Slapping a Judge
—Criminal Contempt—~—Sentence.# 1666
Slapping a Judge—Sentence.
—Criminal Contempt ~#
Sleeping partner
—can be convictedIf.# 2219
Small Quantity
—Possession of—~ of Drug.# 2001
smuggled goods
—Presumption—that the goods are ~.# 2084
Smuggling meaning of.#
sole eye-witness
—Conviction based on ~—Reliability.# 1926
Sole testimony.# 2032
Solitary eye-witness
—Scope.# 2032
Solitary Witness
—interested witness—Discarding of.# 2038
—neither wholly reliable nor wholly
unreliable—Admissibility.#
2032
—previous enmity—Determination.# 2038
—relation witness—Reliability.# 2038
—reliance on solitary witness—
Determination.# 2038
—Scope for.# 2033
—Solitary Witness—~—Reliability.# 2038
—solitary witness—Reliability.# 2038
—witness—Discarding of.# 2038
solitary witness—Reliability
—Solitary Witness ~.# 2038
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—Joint trial—Jurisdiction of ~.# 1787
—Public Interest Litigation—or appointment
of ~—Scope.# 1521
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—Appeal by ~—Jurisdiction.# 1512, 1578,
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—Reduction of—Sentence—~.# 1775
Specific part
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specific performance of
—Territorial jurisdiction—Suit for ~ contract
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1617
Specimen not sealed
—Value of report of expert ~ When .# 2637
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—Fair criticism—Freedom of ~.# 1673
Speedier trial
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Court.# 1472
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—involving a child.# 1471
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Speedy Justice
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Speedy supply of
—documents to detenue.# 1505
speedy trial.# 2033
—Right of ~—Applicability.# 1457
spent
—Repealed implied repeal expired, ~,
superseded in the context of Section 22-B
meaning .# 2160
Splitting up
—Admission ~.# 2434
stage of Supreme Court
—New plea at the ~—Unsustainable.# 1853
stage of
—Appreciation of evidence at the ~framing of
charges—Scope.# 1766
stained clothes
—Failure to—recover blood ~—Effect.# 1959
stand as follows
—The observations ~.# 2412
Standard of proof
—Determination.# 2034
Standard of
—Proof of commission of offence—~.# 2034
—Proof.# 1744
Stare decisis
—Expressed.# 2117
State Government
—Appeal to ~.# 2151
State or
—Instrumentality of State need of display of
fair play of justice.# 1392
Statement by an accused
—recorded on tape-recorder .# 2347
statement hit by Section
—Conduct evidence admissibility When ~ 27,
Evidence Act .#
2481

statement of recovery
—Joint statement by two or more accused
One ~.# 2493
Statement of
—person who is dead is not admissible as
dying-declaration.# 2513
—Recovery pursuant to ~ accused—
Permissibility.# 2498
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—Customs Officer, it hit by Section 25,
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2069
Statement recorded
—by police Evidence when .# 2348
—by police Mode of proof .# 2348
Statement to
—Customs Officer during examination if hit
by s. 25 of the Indian Evidence Act or Art.
20(3) of the C ~# 2067
statements by officers
—Recording of confessional ~ other than
Magistrate Need of warning and caution .#
2471
Statements recorded
—under Section 106 corroborating evidence
of approver .# 2071
Statements.# 2070
Statute void
—by reason of encroachment on fundamental
right retrospective operation.# 1384
Stay of proceedings.# 2034
Stay of trial.# 1864
Stipulation
—Scheme of remission—Discrimination,
determination—~.# 1391
Storage
—Meaning.# 2196

Statement not res gestae
—but corroborrated .# 2360

storing unauthorised drugs
—Penalty for ~.# 2148

Statement of co-accused
—Admissibility of.# 2034

strict construction
—Deprivation from personal liberty ~.# 1442

Statement of co-conspirator
—Admissibility.# 2417
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—Imposition of duties by State Government ~
—Grant of sanction for prosecution for one
Invalidity.# 2198
accused and ~ other accused without
sanction—Improper.# 1857
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—Satisfaction of executive to detain a
delinquent.# 1507

Suo motu inquiry
—Permissibility for.# 1592

Submitting samples
Superior Magistrate
—direct to Government Analyst restricted if.#
—sending to inferior Magistrate complaint for
2144
remark .# 1686
subordinate as witness
—Witness — ~value .# 2301

superseded in the
—Repealed implied repeal expired, spent, ~
context of Section 22-B meaning .#
2160

subordinate Court
—Contempt of ~ High Court’s power to
Supply of
punish .# 1701
—report of sponsoring authority to detenue on
—Criminal Contempt—of ~ High Court’s
offence under COFEPOSA.#
1504
power to imitate proceeding suo motu .#1507 Suppression of document
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—by prosecution—Determination.# 2035
bindingness on all ~.# 1584
Suppression of occurrence.# 2035
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—Word ~—Meaning of.# 2144
—Contempt of High Court ~ to take
Such Price of Sugar
cognizance .# 1655
—Meaning.# 2197
—to take action on contempt of subordinate
Sudden quarrel.# 2034
judicial authority.# 1534
Sufficiency of
—Test Identification Parade—~.# 2036, 2411

Surveillance
—and personal liberty.# 1473

Sufficient evidence for
—Conviction—~.# 1774

Suspension of Article
—21 vis-a-vis deprivation of personal liberty by
executive fiat.# 1474

Sufficient light for
—identification of accused—Determination.#
2404

Suspension of
—conviction—Prayer for.# 1848

Sufficient material
—for acquittal.# 1845
—for acquittal—Determination.# 1813

Suspicion
—Effect of.# 2035
—proof if .# 2350

Sufficient proof for.
—Conviction ~# 1799
—illegal gratification for conviction—Scope.#
1848

Sustainability
—Conviction solely based on police witness—
~.# 1927
—Criminal prosecution—~.# 1799
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parade—~.# 2382
—Prosecution of professionals for
negligence—~.# 2008
—Test Identification Parade ~.# 2382

Sufficient proof of.
—Criminal misconduct # 1830
—Illegal gratification ~# 1806
Sufficient
—proof of offence.# 1775
Suicide.# 2034
Suit against
—receiver and contempt .# 1686
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—Computation of period of sentence.# 1599

Telegraphic communication
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—favour of accused—Scope.# 2035

Temporary release.# 2036
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Territorial jurisdiction of
—Special Judge.# 1849
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—the initiative of the accused .# 2404
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—Determination of.# 1608
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—Delay in holding—~—Effect.# 2382
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—Parade—Applicability.# 2410
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—Purpose of ~.# 2412

Tape recorded
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—Obscenity ~ Value of experts in literature.#
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text book
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—Presumption— ~.# 2084
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—T.I. Parade at the initiative of ~.# 2404
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